My dear colleagues,
PSP reaches out to young teachers!
The PSP’s Joint Mentorship Project (JMP) supports
first-time teachers through workshops and classroom
mentorship over a two year period. The intention of
the project is to help first-time teachers adjust to the
demands of the profession quickly and more easily. PSP
mentors help the young teachers to implement the
curriculum knowledgeably and confidently, and to
manage their classes and workload better.
We are now in the second cycle of the project – the
critical implementation after the pilot phase, and have
set ourselves the task of extending the benefits of the
project to many more teachers. At the same time,
through engagement and demonstration the PSP
endeavours to embed mentorship within the school
system more firmly. The JMP project is receiving
tremendous support from first-time teachers trained at
various Higher Education Institutions such as the
University of Western Cape, Cape Peninsula University
of Technology and University of South Africa (UNISA).
PSP was particularly pleased to be invited to present
the JMP project model at the First Rand Foundation
“CSI that works” breakfast session in Johannesburg on
the 5th July 2013 as an example of best practice. We
are delighted to share the JMP teacher development
model with the wider field as we feel first-time
teachers should be supported more constructively
during their induction into the profession.
With warm wishes to all for this term,

JMP EXCITES FIRST-TIME TEACHERS
Thirty-one bright and breezy first-time teachers beat
the cold weather and participated in their two-day
Term 3 workshop (14 hours) on 24 and 25 June.
These novice teachers engaged intensively with
practical and efficient ways to do Planning,
Assessment, Group teaching and Group work and the
course concluded with Intervention strategies.
Working from the CAPS curriculum, Intermediate
Phase teachers planned a Natural Sciences lesson
and Foundation Phase teachers developed a
Mathematics lesson with enthusiasm.
The Intervention strategies dealt with creative ways
to assist individuals with learning barriers in phonics,
reading, handwriting and creative writing. The firsttime teachers were very surprised to see how basic
materials can become effective intervention tools.
This topic will be continued in the next workshops,
planned for the 2nd & 3rd August, when we will also
have an in-depth look at Discipline.

Zorina Dharsey
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Comment from a first-time teacher: "Very informative!
Before this workshop I was LOST, but now I am FOUND. Thank you
so much for your time and efforts! I feel ready for the next term."
Imaan Kamaldien, Islamia Primary, Grade 3
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PSP NEWS
‘COUNTING WITH CORONATION’

ACTIVELY WORKING IN SCHOOLS
‘Counting with Coronation’ focuses on intensive
training and support of ALL the Foundation Phase
Mathematics teachers in 14 primary schools (115
teachers), as part of our PSP Cluster Project. This is a
wonderful opportunity to boost the preparation of
these young learners for the Mathematics to come
in the Intermediate and Senior Phases.
Marinda Kleinschmidt of Coronation Fund Managers
visited the term 2 Foundation Phase Maths
workshop on Saturday 4 May on ‘Shape and Space’.
The teachers were delighted to meet the funder as
they appreciate it when funders demonstrate a keen
interest in the work they do. Teachers also
appreciate being acknowledged for the sacrifices
they make in the interest of improving the quality of
teaching and learning in the classroom.

Marinda Kleinschmidt of Coronation Fund Managers with
deputy Principal of Wesbank No 1 Primary, Mrs
Kleinschmidt and Florence February and Zorina Dharsey
at the workshop.

Teachers had this to say:
‘It was a very good course. Very enjoyable and I learnt a lot. Fun
activities to share with my learners.’
Ms W. Botha, Grade 1, Hoofweg Primary, Delft.
‘Very valuable, interesting, exciting and interactive.’
Ms L. Solomons, Grade 3, Accordion Primary, Belhar.

The teachers worked well together, used different
methods and enthusiastically engaged in various
practical activities for effective ways of teaching
‘Shape and Space’.
They found the outdoor activities particularly
relevant to excite learners to look for, name and
describe shapes in the natural and man-made world.
All the activities the PSP shared with the teachers for
Maths are practical (hands–on) and fun-filled, and
specifically for Foundation Phase learners.
The highlight was an introduction to teaching FP
learners about co-ordinates through a very
enjoyable activity.

Ms Sharon Albertyn and Ms Enid Petersen (Grade 2)
of Accordian Primary, Belhar

The exciting component of this project work is the
individual classroom coaching and support each term.
This is in full swing right now.

GOOD WISHES GO WITH ISABEL

Mrs Widaad Petersen (Grade 3) and Ms Alvera Perssend
(Grade 1) from Silversands Primary, Delft.

The PSP said farewell
to
Isabel,
our
Fundraiser of the past
2 ½ years. We are very
grateful
for
the
positive contribution
she made at the PSP
and wish her well, as
she
moves
into
consultancy work.
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PSP NEWS
THE ENVIRONMENT COMES ALIVE
WITH PSP HOEP WORK

Classes of Grade 5 learners visited the PSP last term
and enjoyed wonderful learning activities using the
outdoor resources available at the ESWP.
In team-teaching mode, Wendy Hitchcock and the
class teacher facilitated excellent interaction with
the outdoor environment, as well as inside the PSP
classroom.

KNOWLEDGE GAINS
ONLY
FIRST STEP TO GOOD TEACHING
Teachers attending the PSP Innovation courses
during term 2 showed significant increases in
content knowledge in their pre- and post-tests.
The Grade 4 – 7 teachers attending the ‘Water &
Water Issues’ course increased their knowledge by
an average of 17%, while the Grade 5 teachers’
increase of 30% on average in the Natural Sciences
& Technology course on Matter & Materials and
Processing was very pleasing.

Grade 5 learners from Siyabulela Primary, Langa collecting
mini-beasts at the ESWP.

Learners carefully collected mini-beasts from various
places in the outdoors and together they examined
how they were suited to their habitats. Then Wendy
showed the learners their live animals under a
projecting microscope. They marveled at seeing the
detail on so many animals and thus they experienced
a sample of the biodiversity at this park.
The whole activity was consolidated with a Shared
Writing exercise, where the learners jointly
constructed a
text about their
experiences.
We are grateful
to the ABAX
FOUNDATION
for their support,
which makes
these school
visits possible for
many learners
each year.
It’s alive!

Grade 6 teachers investigating the boiling points of liquids.
The average increase in teacher content knowledge was
15%

However the PSP’s aim in building teachers’ content
knowledge is mainly the first step towards improving
classroom practice. The PSP understands that most
teachers struggle with HOW TO TEACH the concepts
using the most effective practical methods and
strategies appropriate for the primary school grades.
The PSP therefore works with content and concepts
with the purpose of promoting practical, effective
and successful lessons in class.
The PSP also develops teacher-support materials to
enhance good teaching and to provide classroom
resources suitable for practical, interactive lessons.

Good teaching needs a sound knowledge base,
practical experience and creative use of resources.
This is enhanced by integrating Natural Sciences
with Language and Maths strategies to make a
whole experience for the learner.
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PSP NEWS
CLUSTER SCHOOLS RECEIVE
HIGH QUALITY SCIENCE APPARATUS
KINDLY PROVIDED BY
‘WINGS OF SUPPORT’

The schools participating in the PSP Cluster Project in
this cycle received a wonderful boost this year when
funding from WINGS OF SUPPORT provided
comprehensive science & technology equipment to
each school. The apparatus was carefully selected to
cover the activities and investigations required in the
Natural Sciences & Technology CAPS curriculum.
These kits were delivered to schools in the past few
weeks.
The equipment will be used in classrooms. The PSP
Facilitators will be assisting the science teachers with
this apparatus as part of the Cluster Project work,
which includes PSP classroom support.

CITY ACKNOWLEDGES LONG-STANDING
CO-OPERATION WITH PSP
For many years the PSP has participated in
Environmental Education initiatives and programmes
together with the City of Cape Town. This has ranged
from the famous annual YES Programme (Youth
Environmental Schools) to the development of various
creative teacher and learner environmental learning
resources.
At a recent meeting of the ‘EE Friends’ association of
environmental organisations and institutions, the City
acknowledged
this
long-standing
co-operative
relationship with the PSP. They presented a certificate
and plaque “In recognition of your outstanding
contribution and commitment to environmental
training, education and awareness in the City of Cape
Town” to the PSP.

This science equipment has made it possible for
learners to experience hands-on practical
investigations and activities as part of their everyday
science learning. We all know that children learn
through doing rather than watching!
Our grateful thanks go to WINGS OF SUPPORT for this
generous donation.

Lindie Buirski (City), Mascha (PSP) and Esmay Swarts
(City) at presentation.

EXCITING VOLUNTEER
ASSISTS THE PSP
The PSP is fortunate to have the fundraising assistance
of volunteer Kimberly Brennan from the USA, who is
currently enjoying living in Cape Town. Kimberly is
generously sharing her fundraising skills with us.

The Principal, Mr Sauer & deputy Principal, Mr Hermanus
with learners of Hoofweg Primary, Delft unpacking their
new science kit.

Volunteer Kimberly Brennan with Zorina

